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The BioResource Research Center (BRC) at the Japanese Institute of Physical and Chemical
Research (RIKEN) develops and maintains the RIKEN BioResource MetaDatabase. This database
integrates several life science datasets to support researchers in making a comprehensive use of
RIKEN’s research results. For instance, RIKEN BRC collects, preserves and distributes various
bioresources for further scientific research: experimental mouse strains, cultured cell lines and
genetic materials of human and animal origin. In this article, we present a case study that
mainly combines the RIKEN BioResource MetaDataBase [1] and the Bgee, a multi-species gene
expression database [2]. Our use case involves finding the Alzheimer disease (AD) related human
genes that are highly expressed in the healthy prefrontal cortex, and the RIKEN’s genetically
modified mice related to these genes. Information on the gene expression is obtained from the
Bgee database and the human-mouse orthologs from the Orthologous MAtrix (OMA) database
[3]. Orthologs are pairs of genes which have evolved from a single gene in the last common
ancestor. The DisGeNET dataset provides relationships between disease and human genes [4].

In summary, we combined the four aforementioned data sources by writing the federated
SPARQL query at https://purl.org/data-in-use and illustrated in Fig. 1. This query can be exe-
cuted in the SPARQL endpoint at https://knowledge.brc.riken.jp/sparql. Examples of retrieved
results are shown in Table 1. Among them, the APOE gene is highly relevant for AD research
as shown in [5]. Furthermore, we evaluated two query execution scenarios. One scenario con-
siders a SERVICE SPARQL subquery to be executed against the remote Bgee SPARQL endpoint
resulting in an average runtime of about 60 seconds and, thus, assuring access to the latest data.
The second scenario replaces the SERVICE subquery with a subquery matching triple patterns
from the named graph containing Bgee data and stored in the RIKEN BioResource MetaDatabase.
As a result, the query runtime is drastically reduced from 60 seconds to around 26 seconds
(i.e., 2.3x faster). Therefore, we compared federated versus centralised data access and storage
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Table 1
Query result example.

Mouse ID RIKEN’s mouse homepage Ensembl identifier Gene

RBRC06342 http://www2.brc.riken.jp/lab/animal/detail.php?brc_no=RBRC06342 ENSG00000142192 APP
RBRC03391 http://www2.brc.riken.jp/lab/animal/detail.php?brc_no=RBRC03391 ENSG00000130203 APOE

Figure 1: A simplified visualisation of the query graph patterns of our “data in use” example.

approaches for our use case. Although the query execution performance is significantly better
in the centralised setup, unfortunately, it does not retrieve the latest results since it currently
stores an older version of the Bgee database when compared to the data available via the remote
Bgee SPARQL endpoint at https://bgee.org/sparql/. Moreover, the federated setup retrieves 12
more results than the centralised one. To avoid longer runtimes and query timeout, in both
scenarios, we used the locally stored OMA and DisGeNET as named graphs in the RIKEN
MetaDataBase.
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